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1. Lienard's equation plays an important role ill the theory of non
linear oscillations since under certain conditions it has a unique periodic 
solution. In this paper, Lienard's equation under small periodic perturbations 
'will be considered. A criterion 'will be given, which ensures that to any small
enough amplitude of the perturbation its period can he chosen (in a certain 
sense) uniquely in such a way that the perturbed equation has a unique periodic 
solution of the same period. 

Consider Lienard's differential equation of the form 

d2 
U I () du --.,-cp u -

dt2 ' dt 
1jJ(u) 0, (1) 

"where cp E Cl is an even function such that the odd function 

11 

CP( ll) J q;(s)ds {2) 
o 

has a single zero point u* > 0 with CP(ll) < 0 for 0< II < ll*, and CP(ll) > 0 
and monotonously increasing for u > ll*. Further If E Cl is an odd function 

= = 
such that lj.'(lI) ::> 0 for u > 0. Moreover we assume that .r q"(ll)du = J 1;)(ll)du 

o 0 

= =. Lnder these conditions LEYD"SO:'l and S:mTH [1] proved that (1) has 
a unique non-constant periodic solution IlO(t). The least positive period of the 
solution llo(t) will he denoted hy TO" 

2. Setting 

(3) 

'where dot denotes clifferf'ntiation 'with respect to t, (1) takes the vector form 

.¥ = f(x) (-1) 
with 

f(x) (5) 
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System (4) has the periodic solution of period TO: 

pet) = col(Uo(t),lio(t) <P(uo(t))) = 
t 

= col(uJt), - r Ip(uo(s))ds c) 
o 

(6) 

with 

The first ..-ariational system of (4) corresponding to the periodic solu

tion p(t) 

i.e. 

[

- q:(uo(t)) 
j' = J;(p(t))y with JC~p(t)) = 

-V/(uo(t)) 

Y1 = - r{(uo(t))Yr + J2 

5'2 = -1/(uO(t))Y1 

has the periodic 80lutiol1 pet) of period To [2]: 

pet) 

Without loss of generality 'we assume that for t 

lio(O) = a > O. Thus p(O) = col (a, 0). 
Eliminating J2 from system (8), we get 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

o and 

(10 

This equation ha;; ahead y the solutionl! o(t) [see (9)]. L sing the product theo
rem, we obtain the ;;econd linearly independent solution of (10): 

(11) 

I(s) (12) 

Though (11) is ..-alid only in a neighbourhood T of t = 0 containing no zero 
point of Ilo(t), .fI(t) can oIrdonsl), he continued over the 'I-hole inter..-al (-=, 
=). Referring to the second equation of (8), we obtain the corresponding 
solution in the form 

t 

- 1!,(UO(t) \' (li(J(S)) -2 I(s)ds -'- (Iio(t)) -1 I(t), t E T. 
. ( 

(13) 
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Let the two linearly independent vector solutions of (8) he chosen in 
the folIo-wing 'way: 

and 

I . 
yl(t) = --p(t) 

a 

Then Y(t) = (yl(t), y2(t)), t E T, is a fundamental matrix solution of (8) such 
that 

Y(O) ~ (y'(O), :1'(0)) ~ [ : (14) 

and 

W(t) = detY(t) = exp (- i/ (F(UO(S))dS) , t E T. (15) 

The right hand side of (15) is a solution of the first order differential equation 

W Trf~(p(t)) Wo, 
1.c. 

for eYcry t, thus j,y LIOLYILLE'S thcorem (see [2]p. 28)(15), holds for t E ,:xc). 
In particular 

(16) 

3. :'\0\\-, consider the eontrollahly periodically perturbed LienanL, 
equation 

ii 
; t ) 

if i' 1-, 1I, ri, ,u, T , 
\ T 

(17) 

where (I' and It' are as in (1), ii is a "small parameter" and the funetion i' E Cl is 
periodic in t with period T. It is assumed that the period T of the perturbation 
can be chosen appropriately. 

Lsing the notations and assumptions introdueed above, there holds the 
folio'wing 
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Theorem. lfthe mean value of the periodic function rr(uo(t)) (over a period) 
is different from zero, then to all sufficiently small Lu ;, i fJ: there belongs Olle and 
only one period TeLl, fJ) such that the differential equation 

u+q;(u)li+lj!(U) = Wr' ( t ,u, li, p, TCLl, {j)) 
7: Cu, {j) 

(18) 

has one and only one periodic solution u1/t; ft, fJ) with period T(p, fJ) for which 

up(19; p, fJ) = 0 holds; the functions T(p, ff) and up(t; p,I~) are in the Cl class 

in a neighbourhrod of , a = O,ff = 0; T(O, 0) = To and up(t; 0,0) = uo(t). 
Proof. By transformation (3), Eq. (17) can be brought to the equiyalent 

normal form: 

.1: = f(x)+,ug (+ ,x, p, T) (19) 

where x = col(xl , x2), f(x) = col(x2 - <P(xl ), -lp(xl))and g(x) = col (0, ),(t/o , 
Xl' X2 -<P(xl ),,u, T)). Thus Theorem l' of [3] can he applied to system (19) 
proyided that 1 is a simple characteristic multiplier of the first yariational 
system (8) of the unperturhed system (4). The product of the characteristic 
multipliers is equal to (16). Since one of the characteristic multipliers is 1, the 
other one is equal to TJ'7( -r 0)' From (16) it can he seen that, if 

then W-(-r 0) .' I and this proyes the theorem. 
It is to he noted that, if 

(20) 

then Theorem 3' of [3] can he applied to test the a5ymptotic stability of the 

perturhed periodic solution up(t; p, fJ). 

Summary 

Lienard's equation is considered under small periodic perturbations. A criterion is given 
which ensures that to any small enough amplitude of the perturbation its period can be chosen 
(in a certain sense) uniquely in such a way that the perturbed equation has a unique periodic 
solution of the same period. 
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